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 Discovering and using resources in the Map and Data Centre 
 Thoughts and reflections on working in two locations 
 Clearing the cataloging backlog 
 Integrating new maps into the collection 

Agenda 



Data and Statistics 
LibGuide and Resources 



 Data: dynamic numbers that can be manipulated and 
analyzed 

 Statistics: fixed numbers or facts  

Data or Statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data can be manipulated and analyzed while statistics are static and fixed.Statistics are derived from data.  When deciding whether you need data or statistics ask yourself:Do I need to do analysis for my work? (you likely need data)Do I need a fact or a number? (you likely need statistics)



 

Data and Statistics LibGuide 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to provide a brief history: data sources used to be listed on the Map and Data Centre websiteWanted to make a LibGuide for several reasonsMainly linking to outside resources, instead of developing own content so should not be on a webpageIncreased discoverability for users accustomed to looking for information in the research guidesPage can be integrated into other subject guides for subjects that rely heavily on data and statisticsBefore creating the LibGuide we looked at how other data librarians across Ontario were presenting their sources to determine what we liked about their guides and what we could incorporate into our own.Launched in December 2015.  Right now we are the 40th most viewed guide of 360 guides with 460 views.Divided into microdata and statistics, each section is then divided into Canadian sources and international sourcesTwo other briefer sections on the statistical software available at the MDC and statistical help through the stats consulting service

http://guides.lib.uwo.ca/dataandstatistics


 

Data Sources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the data and statistical sources are a bit more complicated to use than regular databases, especially in how you have to download the data.  One of the features that we added to the LibGuide was pages of more detailed descriptions of some of the resources, the subjects they cover, and help and tutorials available for that particular resources.  We wanted to strike a balance between providing access for people who already had a good idea of what they were looking for and people who need more help and information.  We did not want to put all of the information on one page and makes things too cluttered or confusing.

http://guides.lib.uwo.ca/dataandstatistics/microdata
http://guides.lib.uwo.ca/dataandstatistics/odesi


Data Sources 

<odesi>  Social science and polling 
data 

 Data from: 
 Statistics Canada 
 Canadian Opinion Research 

Archive 
 Canadian Gallup 
 Ipsos Reid 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to highlight one data source and one statistical resource just to give you an idea of the types of information available.Summary/description: Odesi (Ontario Data Documentation, Extraction Service and Infrastructure) collects social science data and polling data.  Odesi contains searchable survey questions and variables from thousands of datasets.  It contains both microdata and aggregate data in a variety of formats.  Coverage and scope: Odesi’s core data comes from Statistics Canada survey and census data with other data from the Canadian Opinion Research Archive (CORA), Canadian Gallup, and Ipsos Reid.Just to give you an idea of the types of data available, some of their newly released data sets include;the federal justice statistics program, charges filed against defendants in criminal casesMultiple cause of death public use filesPoverty and social exclusion, mobile phone use, economic crisis and international tradeRace and crime in Atlanta and Washington DC�

http://search2.odesi.ca/#/


Statistical Sources 

OFFSTATS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OFFSTATS itself is not a statistical source, but rather a directory to statistical sources.OFFSTATS from the University of Auckland New Zealand acts as a directory to online freely available official statistics.  Resources can be searched by country, region, subject or any combination thereof. OFFSTATS provides access to current statistics covering almost every country in the world on an incredibly wide array of topics, from health and trade to midwifery and high seas piracy.This can be a helpful place to begin looking for international statistics when you are unsure where to begin looking.

http://www.offstats.auckland.ac.nz/


Cartographic Resources 



 Sheet maps 
 Topographic maps 
 Historical maps 
 Fire insurance plans 
 Aerial photographs 
 Atlases 

 
 

Cartographic Resources 



 Approximately 220,000 sheet maps 
 Topographic, tourist, road, thematic, geological, soil maps and 

hydrographic charts 
 Focus on maps of London, Ontario, and Canadian subjects 
 Extensive international coverage 

Sheet Maps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Map and Data Centre holds over 220,000 sheet maps.  The maps cover a variety of topics and themes from topographic maps, to tourist and road maps, to geological maps, soil maps, and hydrographic charts.The pictures here depict the range of maps available.  On the far left is a map entitled “strange encounters”.  It shows Sasquatch sightings in Western North America, showing both sightings, places where sasquatch was heard, and sasquatch footprints.  It also has a handy table labeled “Sasquatch Facts”.  Many of our thematic maps are of a more serious nature.  Some of the maps I cataloged included a map of American military bases, submarine cables of the world, and natural gas deposits in southern Ontario.The middle maps are road maps from our time series cabinets.  These maps are of Ontario roads from 1899, 1936, 1950, 1975, and 2013.  We have time series of Canadian and American provinces, states, and cities.The last map is a soil map of Azerbaijan.Often in reference we have users requesting information that is recent or that has been published within a certain timeframce.  When looking at maps it is important to know when the date of publication is important and when it is less important.  For maps depicting cultural objects, like roads and buildings, date will be very important whether somebody wants either very recent information or they are looking for historical information from a very specific time.  For soil maps or geological maps the date might be less important since geology changes much more slowly than roads and geological maps made in the 1970’s are still relevant today.



 Describe prominent physical and cultural features in a place 
or region 
 Includes elevation, political boundaries, water features, etc. 

 Searching for topographic maps 
 Complete coverage available for Canada 
 At least some coverage available for most countries 

Topographic Maps 

Area near Banff, Alberta 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topographic maps describe prominent physical and cultural features in a place or region. More specifically, topographic maps typically include elevation and shape of the land described by contours, and include symbols for roads, railways, political boundaries, water and many other features, etc.  Topographic maps are generally much more detailed than regular sheet maps and are useful when users need more detail than an indivudal sheet map depicting an entire country would provide.  To give you an idea of how detailed these maps are, a recent acquisition of the topographic series of the cook islands is 15 sheets.  The topographic map series for Canada, at a scale of 1:50,000 is 1000s of sheets, they take up nine and a half cabinets in the Map and Data Centre.Each set held at the Map and Data Centre has an index to indicate availability.

https://www.lib.uwo.ca/madgic/mapsandatlases.html
http://atlas.gc.ca/toporama/en/index.html


 Available for Canada and the United States 

Topographic Maps - Digital 

Picton, Ontario 
Gatlinburg Quadrangle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few countries have their topographic maps available online in different formats.  Canada and the United States both have theirs available online.  Most other countries, however, only have their maps available in paper format.

http://ngmdb.usgs.gov/maps/TopoView/viewer/10/35.6093/-83.7055
http://atlas.gc.ca/toporama/en/index.html


 Searchable in the library catalog 

Topographic Maps - Paper 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as other resources at Western Libraries, paper topographic maps are searchable in the catalog.  Topographic maps can be distinguished from regular sheet maps as they have an option to view a graphic index.  This graphic index visually displays what sheets are available in the Map and Data Centre and what areas of a particular country the map covers.  Not all countries have complete coverage of every area.

http://alpha.lib.uwo.ca/record=b6229335%7ES23
http://www.lib.uwo.ca/madgic/projects/topoindex/Asia/Kyrgyzstan/kyrgyzstan200k.jpg


 Reproductions/facsimiles 

Historical Maps 

 Original historical maps 

A particular map, to illustrate Gen. 
Amherst's expedition to Montreal 
with a plan of the town & draught 

of ye island 

The Peutinger Map 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Map and Data Centre holds a variety of historical maps, both reproduction or facsimile maps, and original historical maps.Historical maps can be distinguished in several different ways.  Some maps will be easily distinguishable by their publication date.  All maps that are original historical maps can be determined by their location code, old original maps will have a location code in the 200s while facsimiles will have location codes in the regular drawers.  Both reproduction and original historical maps will often indicate somewhere in the catalog record that they are historical.  Left – facsimile of the Peutinger Map or Peutinger Table, one of the earliest road maps in existence dating to before 79 AD.  It depicts the roads of the Roman Empire.  The original map is made up of 11 segments and is over 7 meters long, stretching from India to Great Britain.The second map is an original, and a recent acquisition, that shows the area around Montreal in 1760.



Fire Insurance Plans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fire insurance plans are maps of cities and towns originally produced by fire insurance companies.  They depict buildings, and what the buildings were made out of, and were originally produced in order to determine insurance risk and rates.  The maps use colour and symbols to show the character of the exterior and interior construction of buildings as well as their height and occupancy. They also indicate street widths, street numbers, property lines and fire protection facilities such as water pipes or mains, fire hydrants and fire alarm boxes. This highly specialized cartographic product grew out of the need of fire insurance underwriters to understand the physical characteristics of a structure to be insured and the spatial concentration of policy holders so as to limit a company's losses.These plans were never mass produced, as their original audience was so small and as the maps were updated often they would just glue over old pages with the updated information.The plans became a coveted document by others interested in urban topography: realtors, city planners and, in recent years, historians and geographers of the 'built' environment, and, most recently, environmental consultants.



 Western Libraries holds plans from 1878 to 1973 
 1000 volumes for 500 locations 
 Searching for fire insurance plans 

Fire Insurance Plans 

Fire insurance plan shelves in the 
Map and Data Centre’s shared room 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map and Data holds fire insurance plans from 1951 to 1973Archives holds plans beginning in 1878, with most dating to post-1890In total, Western Libraries holds 1000 volumes for 500 locations across Canada making it one of the largest collections of Ontario fire insurance plans in any library or archives in the province.Searching for fire insurance plans in the catalog is easy, just use fire insurance plan as a keyword and limit you search to printed maps.  When you are interested in a particular location indicate that as well, for example Barrie.

http://alpha.lib.uwo.ca/search%7ES14/X?NOSRCH=(fire+insurance+plan)&searchscope=14&SORT=D&m=e&SUBKEY=(fire+insurance+plan)


 

Aerial Photographs 

1922 
1965 

2014 

Western and Sarnia Road from the air 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aerial photographs, as the name implies, are photos taken from the air, usually from airplanes, although they can be taken from anywhere, even apparently from pigeons, according to Wikipedia.Air photos of Western and Sarnia Road in 1922, 1965, and 2014Used for investigating landform, vegetation, resources, and historical changes in land coverProperty researchEnvironmental studiesAerial archaeology�Historical research

http://webmap.london.ca/mapclient/main.asp?Script=Public&Browser=W3C&Width=1280&Referrer=http://www.london.ca/d.aspx?s=/awards_and_recognition/streetsofhonour.htm&Provider=SVC&K10=0&Ipad=0


 60,000 photographs dating from 1922 to 2001 for London 
and southern Ontario 

 Searching for coverage 
 Digital and physical air photos 

Aerial Photographs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
60,000 photographs dating from 1922 to 2001 for London and southern OntarioDigital air photos for London are available for 1922 to 1965 and 1998 to 2014, paper photographs are available for other regions and for other years.Searching for coverage can be easily done through the MDC website.

http://www.lib.uwo.ca/madgic/airphotos.html


Atlases 

 Over 2000 atlases for in library reference 
 World, regional, national, provincial, state and thematic 

atlases on a wide variety of subjects 
 Searching for atlases - Ukraine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Map and Data Centre holds over 2000 atlases.  Atlases can only be used in the library.  The goal is to have at least one general map, a topographic map series, a road atlas, and a national atlas.  Most countries meet or exceed this requirement.When we think of atlases we tend to think of road atlases or national atlases.  However, the Map and Data Centre holds a variety of thematic atlases on a wide variety of topics, such as stateless nations in Europe, The World Atlases of food, coffee, wine, and epidemic diseases, Atlas of the Eastern Front, the European Railway Atlas, and many more.Atlases can be distinguished by their location code, as they are in the Map and Data Centre open shelves.  Their call number also begins with a 1- instead of a C.  Usually, the atlas record will indicate something is an atlas in the title.

http://alpha.lib.uwo.ca/search%7ES23/?searchtype=X&searcharg=ukraine&searchscope=23&sortdropdown=-&SORT=DZ&extended=0&SUBMIT=Search&searchlimits=&searchorigarg=Xpoland


Reflections on Working 
in Two Locations 



 Understanding of what 
people want to know 
from the catalog record 

 Better understanding of 
how to search the 
catalog and what 
information is available 

 Understanding of how 
items make their way 
through LIRM 

 Twitter series on how a 
map makes its way to 
the Map and Data 
Centre 

Work in MDC affecting work in LIRM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working in both the Map and Data Centre and at LIRM has given me a unique perspective on how work in both public and technical services function and how each one can inform the other.  From a cataloging perspective working with the public and public service librarians gave me a sense of what users were looking for in a catalog record, what information they found useful and what information they did not care about.  For example, technically in map cataloging you are supposed to supply a lot of measurements, the size of the map itself on the page, the size of the paper, and the size the map is folded to.  Western Libraries has a local policy that only the size of the paper is provided.  When I first started I thought this was crazy and that we should follow every single cataloging rule to the letter.  Later, I realized the local policy made a lot more sense for users, as nobody cares what size the map is.  They care what the scale is, but not the size of the map.  And they definitely don’t care how big the map is when it is folded since all of the maps are laid flat in the drawers.  I was able to understand that we catalog so that users can discover our resources.  While it might be nice to follow RDA to the letter we have to keep in mind the reason we are cataloging in the first place.From a public services standpoint cataloging gave me a better understanding of how records exist in the catalog and it has made searching for both reference at the Map and Data Centre desk and in chat easier for me and gives me some insight in to how to more effectively search the catalog and guide users.I was able to understand how resources make their way through LIRMFinally, I created a Twitter series on how a map arrives in the Map and Data Centre, from receiving, processing, and catlaoging at LIRM to further processing at Map and Data.  It was fun to feature technical services in a more public spotlight when we are normally tucked away a little bit.



 Case study: topographic series procedures and policies 
 No set policy on how all map series must be cataloged 

Work in MDC affecting work in LIRM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as a concrete example of how work in two locations effect each other I wanted to explore Western Libraries’ new policy on cataloging map series that I recommended.  Map series are several sheets, or pages, of small sections of a particular location that can theoretically be fitted together to make one giant map.  They share a common scale and legend.  To give you an example, if someone was making a series of Cuba, they would divide the country in a grid of say 20 squares and each grid square would then be made into a map.  This is what we saw earlier with the topographic series graphic indexes.Under RDA and AACRII, there is no one set way to catalog map series.  What individual libraries choose to do depends on both user needs and on staff time.   There are three options:Catalog every sheet individually with it’s own record.  This is the most time consuming option and the most unrealistic, remember Canada has 1000s of sheets.  Even a smaller country at a relatively large scale, like Syria, has about 150 sheets.  This is also not useful to users.  Sheets are pretty arbitrarily named, for example the sheet for Fort Drum, NY is named Black River.  Most people don’t know the name of the sheet they want, they just know the area they are looking for.  Some sheets do not even have names attached to them.  This method of cataloging would also produce a lot results in a catalog search that a user would then have to sift through looking for the sheet they want.The second option is to give one series one record but list each sheet name as you would a volume of a journal.  This method is also time consuming and doesn’t provide the user with a lot of information as, again, people do not know the sheet name they are looking for.  Even if they do know a sheet name these names are not searchable.The final option is to give each series one record with a link to the graphic index so users can see what areas are available.  This is the least time consuming option while still providing users with the information they need.Other institutions are all over the map in terms of how they catalog their topographic series, but the recommendation for Western was to catalog each series as one entity.



Clearing the Cataloging 
Backlog 



 Over 200 maps sitting in LIRM 
 Maps ordered and received as early as 2013 
 Cleared the backlog in February of 2016! 

Clearing the Backlog 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the reason my co-op was created was to clear the backlog of over 200 maps that had accumulated at LIRM , some of the maps being received in 2013.Map cataloging is generally more complicated than cataloging run of the mill books, records for maps are either incomplete, non-existent, or in another language.  For many maps we have to do original cataloging, which means the record is created entirely from scratch.  This is very time consuming.  Previously, maps would be cataloged on project day, when all the metadata specialists would catalog one thing, but rarely outside of that, leading to the backlog.  Maps also have many special attributes that must be examined and recorded in specific ways that other materials do not, such as scale, projection, and relief and often many more notes must be recorded indicating special features that are part of the map.The backlog is now cleared and there is a strategy in place to keep cataloging maps after I leave.



Integrating New Maps 
into the Collection 



 Integrating new maps into the collection is a two step 
process: 
 Decide where to locate the map 
 Weed older material 

Integrating new maps into the collection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When new maps arrive in the Map and Data Centre there is a two step process to integrating them into the collection. Maps and atlases do not receive call numbers.  They can, and many other map libraries organize their collections in this way, but we do not.  Instead, maps receive a drawer and cabinet number based on their geography and/or their theme.For many maps, this is straightforward as most countries only have on drawer.  A map of Thailand goes in the Thailand drawer.  For countries that we have more material for this is more challenging.  Where does a map of the Pacific Crest Trail go?  We know it goes in the America – Recreation drawer.  But, the trail goes from Washington, through Oregon, to California.  Does it go in the southwest folder or the northwest folder?As we put the map away we look to see what, if anything, the map is replacing, and if we can get rid of an older map.  Sometimes this is pretty easy, a 2015 Michelin map of Italy replaces the 2005 version and we can weed the older one.  Sometimes this is more challenging.  There is a map that looks similar but made by a different publisher.  Is it similar enough?  What about a country that only has three maps, total?  Even if a new map is very similar should we weed the older version?



Questions? 



Thank you! 
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